Axonal fusion: An alternative and efficient mechanism of nerve repair.
Injuries to the nervous system can cause lifelong morbidity due to the disconnect that occurs between nerve cells and their cellular targets. Re-establishing these lost connections is the ultimate goal of endogenous regenerative mechanisms, as well as those induced by exogenous manipulations in a laboratory or clinical setting. Reconnection between severed neuronal fibers occurs spontaneously in some invertebrate species and can be induced in mammalian systems. This process, known as axonal fusion, represents a highly efficient means of repair after injury. Recent progress has greatly enhanced our understanding of the molecular control of axonal fusion, demonstrating that the machinery required for the engulfment of apoptotic cells is repurposed to mediate the reconnection between severed axon fragments, which are subsequently merged by fusogen proteins. Here, we review our current understanding of naturally occurring axonal fusion events, as well as those being ectopically produced with the aim of achieving better clinical outcomes.